JDA Transportation Management Cloud
Optimize Your Performance, Accelerate
Your Returns
Across hundreds of customer implementations,
JDA Transportation Management System (TMS)
has proven its value in synchronizing critical
transportation process — enabling customers to
deliver excellent service, while also controlling costs
and maximizing their physical assets. In fact, based
on the value delivered by this solution, JDA Software
has been positioned by Gartner, Inc. in the Leaders
quadrant of the “Magic Quadrant for Transportation
Management Systems” in every year since 2012.
Today, JDA Transportation Management Cloud
represents the easiest, fastest way to optimize and
accelerate customers’ return on investment. JDA has
specifically designed the TM Cloud offering to meet
the real-world needs of its customers and the way
they use this solution on a daily basis. By leveraging
JDA’s years of experience — and features like
user-friendly interfaces — businesses of all types can
quickly launch JDA TMS, for fast performance results
and a rapid ROI.

Why Go It Alone? Rely on JDA,
the Industry Leader
Many businesses are recognizing the value of a cloud
computing approach for their JDA Transportation
Management System solutions today — because of
obvious advantages like processing speed and
flexibility. With all its moving parts, as well as the
ever-changing nature and speed of logistics,
transportation is a natural match for an agile, robust
cloud computing approach.
However, some businesses are opting to invest in
their own cloud resources, or contracting with
third-party providers who market commercial
cloud services. The problem with both of these
approaches? These cloud strategies fail to recognize
the real way transportation and logistics systems
work every day. They were not designed with
transportation management in mind.

JDA TM Cloud: Real Results
JDA’s customized Cloud approach for Transportation
Management delivers these and other real-world
benefits:
• Rapid deployment. Start your deployment in days
and leverage expert teams who only implement
JDA TM Cloud
• Faster performance results. Realize an
immediate impact on customer service levels,
on-time deliveries, capacity utilization and other
key metrics
• Rapid ROI. Achieve a faster payback on software
investments via cost controls that balance service
with profitability
• Minimize maintenance time and costs. Turn the
problems of IT infrastructure, software upgrades
and daily maintenance over to the experts at JDA
• Achieve ongoing improvements. Capture the
information and analytics needed to take
corrective actions and make continuous
performance improvements
• Create a foundation for the Autonomous Supply
Chain. Access native integration to JDA’s nextgeneration artificial intelligence solutions for the
cognitive supply chain

Backed by years of experience — and the industry’s
leading transportation management solution — JDA
is uniquely qualified to design a cloud offering that
meets customers’ real needs for speed, flexibility
and ease of use. All the critical information needed
to accomplish high-priority tasks, identify
constraints and optimize load planning is placed
within easy reach via JDA TM Cloud, making it
simple for managers to get the insights they need
to make smart decisions that support profitability.
In addition, JDA TM Cloud eliminates everyday
administrative tasks — such as software upgrades
and system maintenance — that consume time and
distract employees from more critical work. JDA’s
experts work seamlessly and silently behind the
scenes to ensure customers’ JDA TMS solutions are
working optimally at all times. Customers save on
IT infrastructure and human resources costs,
amplifying their returns to an even greater degree.

Best-in-Class TMS Capabilities — 		
All Within Easy Reach
JDA Transportation Management System has
proven its value as the industry’s best-in-class
software for transportation management. JDA TM
Cloud offers unparalleled capabilities to visualize
and control every aspect of transportation and
logistics — including dynamic hub routing, dynamic
order splitting, advanced containerization, load
splitting and consolidation, advanced carrier
selection, and private and third-party fleet
management. It also supports the mobile users at
the heart of so many transportation and logistics
teams today. JDA TM Cloud places these best
practices within easy reach of every transportation
management team.

Iterative planning capabilities enable transportation
managers to make the best possible decisions in
real-time — then flexibly adjust those decisions as
conditions change. In response to emerging
constraints, JDA TMS supports re-routing, carrier
type changes, and other corrective actions that
balance service and profitability. Via JDA TM Cloud,
companies can quickly access powerful multi-site,
multi-modal, inbound and outbound optimization
capabilities that recognize and manage the
real-time constraints and challenges of today’s
complex transportation landscape.
JDA TM Cloud also supports the easy application of
the sophisticated analytics available in JDA TMS
— without the need to invest in specialized
consultants or build internal expertise.
Transportation planning teams can tap into the big
data that’s available to them, gaining the multiplestream, cross-mode, real-time insights they need to
plan and replan strategically, based on what is
actually happening with freight in real time — as
well as what’s predicted to happen.
As one example, companies can significantly
reduce shipment costs, while maximizing service,
via best-in-class shipment execution. They can
streamline communications with carriers, resolve
exceptions, automate load tendering and broadcast
tender capabilities by leveraging the real-time
visibility delivered by the JDA TM Cloud.
With targeted business analytics that sift through
data and generate critical insights, JDA TM Cloud
turns daily information into common-sense action
plans that deliver long-term strategic results.
Using JDA, you can plan to deliver.
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